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Abstract: The in-vivo optical properties of the human head are investi-
gated in the 600-1100 nm range on different subjects using continuous wave
and time domain diffuse optical spectroscopy. The work was performed in
collaboration with different research groups and the different techniques
were applied to the same subject. Data analysis was carried out using
homogeneous and layered models and final results were also confirmed
by Monte Carlo simulations. The depth sensitivity of each technique was
investigated and related to the probed region of the cerebral tissue. This
work, based on different validated instruments, is a contribution to fill the
existing gap between the present knowledge and the actual in-vivo values
of the head optical properties.
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1. Introduction

The term Neurophotonics has been recently coined to refer to all the scientific disciplines that
are working actively and in synergy at the interface between optics and neuroscience. [1] In
particular, optical methods like fast optical signal (FOS) [2,3], diffuse correlation spectroscopy
(DCS) [4] and functional near infrared spectrosocpy (fNIRS) [5–7] use red and near infrared
light (e.g. 600-900 nm) to noninvasively investigate brain structures and brain functions, and
proved to be complementary to existing neuroimaging techniques like electroencephalography,
functional magnetic resonance imaging or positron emission tomography.

A common aspect among FOS, DCS and fNIRS is the fact that the useful information is
encoded by photons that, after travelling through the intact head and interacting with brain
cortex, are eventually remitted. Independently from the nature of the interaction with brain
cortex (e.g. mediated by cell swelling in FOS or by the neurovascular coupling in DCS and
fNIRS), photons strongly interact with all head structures.

To a first approximation, the human head can be considered, from an optical point of view,
an heterogeneous layered structure constituted by a derma layer (scalp), a bone layer (skull), an
irregular and relatively thin layer of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), a layer of gray matter and finally
a deep region of white matter [8]. Light propagation is strongly affected by this heterogeneity.
In particular the CSF has been object of a lot of investigations due to its “light guiding” effect
depending on its transparency [9] and to its reticular structure composed by arachnoids that can
strongly affect the scattering of light [10–12].
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A robust knowledge of the optical properties (namely the absorption coefficient and the re-
duced scattering coefficient) of head structures is undoubtedly fundamental, not only for the
technical optimisation of these techniques, but also for a deeper understanding of their poten-
tial. For example, the assessment of basic parameters like the volume probed by light, the light
penetration depth and also the mean optical pathlength can be made if a priori information on
both anatomical and optical parameters are available [13]. Moreover, the knowledge of the opti-
cal properties on a broad spectral range provides further information on the tissue: the scattering
spectrum is related to the structure and the absorption spectrum to the composition [14].

In literature there are studies reporting on ex-vivo or post-mortem measurements for the
characterization of the human head optical properties, [15–20] but they are not representative
of an in-vivo condition.

Few studies focus on in vivo optical properties [21–23], but the data presented are prelimi-
nary, or limited to few subjects, or obtained after approximations (e.g. the head was modelled
as homogeneous medium). Further, cross-validation with other methodology was not reported.

Therefore optical parameters remain poorly determined: intra- and inter-subject variations
are scarcely present, as well as age dependence. This reduces the overall matching between
simulations and measurements, and therefore may have confounding effects on the design of
tailored instrumentation.

In this work we approached the complex study of light propagation in the human head by
a combined effort set forth by multiple collaborating groups. Instead of dealing with a global
approach based on 3D tomographic reconstruction on a realistic anatomical map of the whole
head [24–26], we have preferred the robustness and simplicity of a local approach aiming at
determining the optical properties in a specific location of the head. Different experimental
methods, namely continuous wave and time domain diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, and robust
physical models derived from photon diffusion or transport theory (e.g. Monte Carlo) were
used. The local approach has been also explored by Hallacoglu et al [27] with a frequency-
domain setup. The added value of this work, besides the higher number of volunteers involved,
is the application of the different experimental techniques to the same subjects.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 all the experimental setups used in the work
are reported; section 3 is focused on the measurement protocol adopted for each instrument; in
section 4 data analysis algorithms and models are described; in sections 5 and 6 absorption and
scattering spectra are presented and discussed, respectively; in section 7 experimental data are
validated with Monte Carlo simulations; final remarks are pointed out in section 8.

2. Experimental setups

2.1. Continuous wave camera-based system (CW-camera)

ILM (see affiliation list) developed a CW apparatus [Fig. 1(a)] for measurement of the spatially
resolved reflectance [28]. A CCD camera (Pixis 512B, Princeton Instruments, USA) was used
as detector and a Xenon lamp with a monochromator was the source of illumination which
is tunable between 450 nm and 950 nm. The forehead was illuminated with a top hat profile
(600 μm diameter) and the spatially resolved reflectance was averaged for all pixels with the
same distance to the center of the illumination profile. The signal was evaluated from a distance
of 1 mm over a dynamic range of approximately three orders of magnitude up to a maximum
distance of 23 mm. The spatial resolution using a 512 x 512 pixel sensor was approximately
90 μm. The raw data measured with the CCD chip was corrected for the system response
function and the actual beam profile of the illumination. For application on the subjects an
ophthalmologic head holder was used to reproducibly adjust the forehead with respect to the
optical setup.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setups: a) Continuous-wave camera-based system (CW-camera), b)
Time-resolved broadband spectroscopy system (TR-spectr), c) Discrete wavelength time-
resolved spectroscopy system (TR-discr), d) Single wavelength time-resolved system (TR-
single).

2.2. Time-resolved broadband spectroscopy system (TR-spectr)

The system [29] developed by POLIMI (see affiliation list), used also in a variety of applica-
tions, [30–32] is depicted in Fig. 1(b). A supercontinuum pulsed laser source (SC450, Fianium,
UK) operating at the repetition rate of 40 MHz was used for illumination. Wavelength selec-
tion was achieved by means of the rotation of a Pellin-Broca prism, and then focusing the
dispersed light onto an adjustable slit acting as a band-pass filter, using an achromatic dou-
blet (f=150 mm). A 4x telescope was inserted before the prism to reduce the beam divergence
and improve spectral resolution. The radiation was subsequently coupled into a 100 μm core
graded-index fibre by a couple of achromatic doublets and sent to the sample. Light diffused
through the head was collected using a 1 mm core multimodal step-index fibre and then fo-
cused on a cooled microchannel plate photomultiplier, with a S1 surface with sensitivity ex-
tending over 1100 nm (R1564U, Hamamatsu, Japan). The overall temporal resolution was <70
ps (FWHM of the instrument response function) over the whole spectral range used for in-vivo
measurements (600-1100 nm). The injection and collection fibres were put in contact with the
head using a soft black rubber band that was bent over the head. The signal from the detector
was driven to a Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) board together with the syn-
chronization signal, routed directly from the laser. To allow for short measurement times and
higher reproducibility, the acquisition of the time-resolved curves was completely automated.

2.3. Discrete wavelength time-resolved spectroscopy system (TR-discr)

The system [33] developed by POLIMI is depicted in Fig. 1(c). The instrument was operated
at few discrete wavelengths (650, 690, 730, 830, 850 nm) with the goal to derive few spectral
measurements at a high S/N ratio. The system was based on a supercontinuum laser (SC450,
Fianium, UK) operating at the repetition rate of 40 MHz and a hybrid detector (HPM-100-
50, Becker & Hickl, Germany) coupled to a TCSPC board. The synchronization signal taken
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Table 1. Measurement protocol.

Setup/ Spectral Num. Positions Source- Acq. time
Partner range subjects detector per point/

distance wavelength
CW-camera 450-950 nm 9 center forehead 0.1 - 2.3 cm 5-60 s
(ILM)

TR-spectr 600-1100 nm 9 right forehead 1.7, 2.7 cm 10 s
(POLIMI) step of 20 nm

TR-discr 650, 690, 730, 9 left/right forehead 2, 4 cm 60 s
(POLIMI) 830, 850 nm

TR-single 760 nm 2 left hemisphere 9 cm 60 s
(IBIB)

directly from the laser. A wheel of interference filters provided spectral selection both on the
injection and collection side. Measurements were obtained on the head at 2 interfiber distances
(2 and 4 cm) using an EEG cuff properly modified to host NIRS optodes.

2.4. Single wavelength time-resolved system (TR-single)

The system [34] developed by IBIB (see affiliation list) is shown in Fig. 1(d). A femtosecond
laser (MaiTai, Spectra Physics, USA) was used to generate laser pulses at wavelength of 760
nm with a frequency of 80 MHz. The light was delivered to the investigated medium with the
use of an optical fiber (diameter of 600 μm). On the surface of the head a beam expander
was applied in order to distribute the laser light (power of 300 mW) on a tissue area with a
diameter of 15 mm. The detector was a small-size photomultiplier tube (φ=8 mm, R7400U-
02, Hamamatsu, Japan) equipped with a high-voltage power supplier (C4900-01, Hamamatsu,
Japan) and a preamplifier (HFA-D, Becker & Hickl). The detector was mounted in a metallic
box and it was positioned directly on the surface of the head at a distance of 9 cm from the
center of the source.

3. Measurement protocol

The details on the specific protocols used for the measurements with the 4 setups are summa-
rized in Table 1. The measurements obtained with CW-camera, TR-spectr and TR-discr were
taken on the same 9 subjects.

4. Data analysis

4.1. Homogeneous CW model (CW-homo)

The CW reflectance data was analyzed by fitting the experimental data with an analytical solu-
tion of the CW reflectance of a semi-infinite homogeneous medium calculated by means of the
diffusion approximation of the Radiative Transport Equation. Hereby, the improved solution
of the diffusion equation [35] applying a combination of the flux and the fluence under con-
sideration of extrapolated boundary conditions was used. The best fit for the reduced scattering
coefficient (μ ′

s) and for the absorption coefficient (μa) was reached with a Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [36].
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4.2. Homogeneous time-resolved model (TR-homo)

The reduced scattering (μ ′
s) and absorption (μa) spectra were constructed by plotting, versus

wavelength, the values obtained from fitting an analytical solution of the diffusion approxi-
mation of the radiative transport equation for an homogeneous semi-infinite medium, using the
extrapolated boundary conditions [37] to the experimental data. The theoretical time-dispersion
curve was convolved with the instrument response function and normalized to the area of the
experimental curve. The fitting range included all points with a number of counts higher than
80% of the peak value on the rising edge of the curve and 1% on the tail. The best fit was
reached with a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm by varying both μ ′

s and μa to minimize the
error norm χ2 [36].

4.3. Two-layers time-resolved model (TR-2L)

Data were analyzed as for the previous (TR-homo) approach, apart from the solution of the
diffusion equation, that was derived for a 2-layer slab geometry, with a semi-infinite lower
layer [38]. A total of 5 free fitting parameters were used in the inversion procedure, namely, the
absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of the upper and the lower layer, and the upper
layer thickness. The fit was performed using simultaneously the photon distributions at the two
interfiber distances [39, 40].

4.4. Homogeneous diffusive sphere (TR-sphere)

Data obtained at the longest interfiber distance with TR-single have been analyzed using the an-
alytical solution under the diffusion approximation for a homogeneous diffusive sphere taking
into account the non-negligible curvature effect of the head [41]. A curvature radius of 10 cm
was used.

5. Results

Figure 2 shows the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients for 9 volunteers obtained
by fitting the homogeneous CW model (CW-homo) to the measurement acquired with the
camera-based system (CW-camera). Absorption spectra show a strong variability among sub-
jects possibly influenced by the different optical properties and thickness of the scalp. For all
the subjects is clear the steep absorption increase towards short wavelength dominated by the
deoxyhaemoglobin spectrum and the week peak around 760 nm due to oxyhaemoglobin. The
reduced scattering coefficient strongly decreases with increasing wavelength possibly due to
the high collagen content of the scalp.

Figure 3 shows the absorption and reduced scattering spectra derived using the TR broad-
band system (TR-spectr) and the homogeneous model for analysis (TR-homo). The absorption
spectra for each volunteer exhibit the deoxy-haemoglobin absorption tail in the red spectral
region and the peak around 760 nm, together with the water absorption peak at 970 nm. Scatte-
ring spectra are lower and less steep than in the CW case. Both the absorption and the reduced
scattering spectra show large intersubject variations, that could be ultimately responsible for
large differences both in signal level and amount of activation in functional NIR spectroscopy
measurements.

Figure 4 shows the analysis performed on each subject on the forehead using the 2-layer
model (TR-2L) applied to the measurements taken using the discrete-wavelength TR spec-
troscopy system (TR-discr). Also in this case there is a large intersubject variability but there is
a clear difference between upper layer spectra [Fig. 4(a)-(b)] and lower layer spectra [Fig. 4(c)-
(d)]. On the average, upper layer absorption spectra are flatter and lower in absolute value than
the spectra related to the lower layer. Reduced scattering spectra are higher in the upper than
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Fig. 2. CW-camera system: retrieved absorption (a) and reduced scattering spectra (b) for
9 volunteers.

Fig. 3. TR-spectr system: retrieved absorption (a) and reduced scattering spectra (b) for 9
volunteers.

the lower layer and they are weakly wavelength-dependent. The retrieved thicknesses present
large intersubject variability ranging from a minimum value of 5 mm to a maximum of 10 mm.
The data fitted with the diffusive sphere model (TR-sphere) and collected using the single-
wavelength setup (TR-single) are μa = 0.17, μ ′

s = 5.4 cm−1 and μa = 0.15 cm−1, μ ′
s = 5.4 cm−1

for the two subjects, respectively.

6. Discussion

A comparison of the results obtained with the different methods by all the partners involved
in this work is reported in Fig. 5 where absorption (a) and reduced scattering (b) spectra are
shown for different setups and models. The plots refer to the median value of all subjects,
while the bars represent the 25th and 75th percentile. Concerning absorption, these findings are
consistent with a lower absorption coefficient detected in the upper layer (the scalp, and possibly
the skull). The results from TR-discr analyzed with the 2-layer model (TR-2L) are, in fact, in
good agreement with the CW camera measurements, that probes the most superficial structure.
Conversely, the time-resolved measurements analyzed with a homogeneous model (TR-homo)
probe more the deeper layers (skull, clear layer and brain), retrieving a higher absorption, in
substantial agreement with the estimate of the deeper layer properties derived using the 2-layer
model (TR-2L). For the reduced scattering coefficient, the CW data exhibit quite large values,
well distinct from time-resolved results. Also looking at the steepest slope, that resembles the
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Fig. 4. TR-discr system: retrieved absorption and reduced scattering spectra for 9 volun-
teers. (a) and (c) represent the absorption for the upper and lower layer, respectively. (b)
and (d) represent the reduced scattering for the upper and lower layer, respectively.

Fig. 5. Median absorption (a) and reduced scattering spectra (b) among 9 subjects. Bars
refer to the 25th and 75 percentile limits.
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Table 2. Reduced scattering coefficients and thicknesses for the three layers used for MC
simulations.

Reduced scattering (cm−1) Case 1 Case 2
μ ′

s1 16 10
μ ′

s2 10 10
μ ′

s3 3.5 3.5
Thickness (cm)
s1 0.4 0.4
s2 0.8 0.8
s3 10 10

collagen fibrils rapidly descending scattering [14], it is possible to make the hypothesis that
CW methods provide the optical properties of the scalp (with high scattering contribution from
the skin), while time-resolved homogeneous data is more related to the skull (with the typical
flat scattering of bone filled with bone marrow). The scattering of the lower layer obtained with
the 2-layer model is quite small possibly due to the clear layer influence. The thickness of the
first layer retrieved with the 2-layer model has a median value of 7.8 mm with 25th and 75th
percentile respectively of 7.1 and 8.4 mm, in good agreement with data reported in literature
[12]. We observe also that the measurement obtained with TR-single at 9 cm interfiber distance
presents a reduced scattering closer to the one of the lower layer. This confirms the fact that,
provided a high enough S/N ratio, signal due to photons with a long time-of-flight are related to
deep regions of the tissue. Nonetheless, when dealing with reflectance measurements, photon
migration is mostly influenced by the optical properties of the medium covering the activation
spot, and effective values related to some average properties can be just crucial in predicting
the detected signal or interpreting in vivo data. All these findings will be further validated in
section 7 using simulations applying the derived optical properties. It is worth noting that all
methods display a similar range of variability, possibly ascribed to the intersubject differences.

7. Validation by simulations

To validate all the findings discussed in section 6, Monte Carlo simulations have been per-
formed using the code provided by UNIFI (see affiliation list) based on the microscopic Beer-
Lambert method [42, 43]. A 3-layer laterally-infinite medium was simulated using two com-
binations of reduced scattering and thicknesses (Table 2). Reduced scattering values are taken
from the values at 830 nm of the measurements discussed in section 6 and thicknesses are
derived from literature [11, 12, 44]. Homogeneous refractive index (1.4) and anisotropy factor
(0.8) have been fixed. In case 1 the reduced scattering coefficient of the first layer is derived
from CW measurements, assuming these are related to the superficial layer (scalp); reduced
scattering coefficient for the second and third layers are derived from TR measurements ana-
lyzed with the two-layers model. In case 2 the reduced scattering of the first layer is changed
to the same value of the second layer for studying the effect of a variation in the first layer
scattering, being this layer the most effective in determining photon trajectories inside the dif-
fusive medium. The absorption coefficients used, also derived by measurements, are: 0.05 and
0.15 cm−1. These values have been imposed in all the three layers and all the combinations have
been studied. It is worth noting that, using a MC code based on the microscopic Beer-Lambert
method, it is possible to introduce different combinations of absorption without running new
simulations.
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Fig. 6. CW-homo: case 1 (left column) and case 2 (right column).

7.1. Homogeneous CW model (CW-homo)

CW diffuse reflectance was computed for distances up to 23 mm simulating the experimental
condition. Data have been fitted as a whole using a maximum dynamic range of three orders of
magnitude. A summary of the results is shown in Fig. 6. As expected, the fitted reduced scatte-
ring is close to the value of the first layer. This is obvious as the small distances in the spatially
resolved reflectance bears photons that have travelled mainly short path lengths through the
medium. In addition the retrieved μ ′

s can be even higher than the highest value of the simula-
tion and depends on the absorption coefficient. Results for the absorption coefficient show that
the fitted values mainly follow the trend of the second layer, although there are huge errors in
the absolute values due to the influence of the first layer. In fact, the calculation from MC data
of the mean pathlength spent by photons inside each layer shows a predominant contribution of
the second layer with respect to the others.

7.2. Homogeneous TR model (TR-homo)

Time-resolved diffuse reflectance has been simulated at 2 and 9 cm interfiber distance. Results
are shown in Fig. 7 and 8. The reduced scattering coefficient is almost intermediate between first
and second layer for the measurement at 2 cm and intermediate between the second and third
layer for the measurement at 9 cm. This confirms the assumption that TR data analyzed with an
homogeneous model are mainly related to the scattering of the skull at a short distance, with the
possibility to probe also the scattering of the brain as long as there is enough signal to increase
the source-detector separation and thus collecting photons with a longer time-of-flight. Results
on the fitted absorption confirm that at 2 cm interfiber distance, TR measurements analyzed
with an homogenous model provide intermediate results between the second and third layer,
notwithstanding a change in both absorption and scattering of the first layer. This shows a
higher sensitivity to deeper layers in the time domain with respect to CW data [13]. Finally the
absorption retrieved using the longer source-detector separations (9 cm) is related to the third
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Fig. 7. TR-homo: reflectance at 2 cm interfiber distance. Case 1 (left column) and case 2
(right column).

Fig. 8. TR-homo: reflectance at 9 cm interfiber distance. Case 1 (left column) and case 2
(right column).
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Fig. 9. TR-2L: case 1 (left column) and case 2 (right column).

layer, confirming our hypothesis.

7.3. Two-layers time-resolved model (TR-2L)

Time-resolved diffuse reflectance was simulated at 2 and 4 cm interfiber distance like in the
experimental measurements. Five free parameters were fitted: absorption and reduced scattering
of upper and bottom layers and the thickness of the upper layer. A summary of the results is
shown in Fig. 9. The reduced scattering fitted for the upper layer is intermediate between the
first (4 mm thick) and second (8 mm thick) simulated layers, also in good agreement with
the TR data fitted with the homogeneous model. The reduced scattering of the lower layer
follows well the third layer. Results on the fitted absorption show that the upper absorption is
mostly related to the second layer with a slight influence in absolute value due to the first layer.
The absorption fitted for the bottom layer perfectly follows the trend of the third layer. This
behaviour can be justified by calculating the mean pathlengths spent by photons in each layer
as a function of the time-of-flight [38]: for all the investigated cases roughly after 2-3 ns the
pathlength spent in the bottom layer is predominant on the one spent in the other layers. Finally,
the fitted thickness is about 10 mm for case 1 representing an intermediate depth between
the first and the second layer, and about 12 mm for case 2 in agreement with the simulation
parameters.

A diagram showing a summary of the comparison between measurements and simulations is
shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Schematic of the comparison between measurements and simulations. Colored
bubbles represents a possible estimate on the volume probed by the measurements per-
formed using the technique/data analysis in the column header.

8. Conclusions

In this work we approached the in vivo assessment of the optical properties of the human head
using different experimental techniques and data analysis provided by different collaborating
groups and applied to the same subject. Measurements show a large intersubject variation both
in absorption and scattering. From the combined analysis of measurements and MC simula-
tions it is possible to identify two regions for the absorption: the upper one (scalp and skull)
with lower absorption (e.g. 0.07 cm−1@830 nm) and the lower (brain and CSF) with high ab-
sorption (e.g. 0.15 cm−1@830 nm). For the reduced scattering three regions can be identified:
upper (scalp) with very high scattering (e.g. 16 cm−1@830 nm), medium (skull) with interme-
diate scattering (e.g. 10 cm−1@830 nm) and lower (brain and CSF) with small scattering (e.g.
4 cm−1@830 nm). Clearly, for the low reduced scattering in the lowest layer and the small
volume compared to the brain, CSF contribution cannot be ruled out.

In the literature there is an evident lack of experimental investigations on the actual values
of the optical properties of the different tissues of the adult head. Looking back at previously
published papers [21–23, 45, 46] we can see that the few existing works were obtained using
homogeneous models of the head and this makes the use of these numbers uncertain due to the
complex structure of such medium. Moreover, the few existing studies and the lack of standard-
ization procedures among the instruments employed make this knowledge still not yet consol-
idated. This fact is also revealed by the large spread between the different values retrived in
different papers that cannot be always explained by the intersubject variability. In the recent re-
view paper by Jacques [14], the values shown for the reduced scattering coefficient of the brain
at wavelengths in the range 500-1000 nm can also differ by about 100%. For this evident reason
the present study, based on measurements obtained with different types of instrumentation, is a
contribution to filling in the gap existing between the present knowledge and the actual values
of the optical properties of the head. This uncertain knowledge can be also noted in the numbers
for the optical properties used in the forward models developed for the head and proposed in
tissues optics that show a large spread of values through the years [11,12,24,26,38,44,47–49].
Thus, a better knowledge of the optical properties of the head would help to improve the mod-
elling of photon migration for applications of near infrared light for the head.
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